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Abstract

Ideals and beliefs are the spiritual calcium for the development of college students. Red cultural resources contain rich revolutionary spirit and profound historical and cultural connotation, carrying the vivid educational content and the Chinese people's advanced thought, noble character, fine style of work and great creation. Therefore, while strengthening the protection and construction of red cultural resources, it is the requirement of the new era to vigorously promote the red spirit and give full play to the social education function of red resources. This paper tries to fully integrate the resources of zigong red culture with the ideals and beliefs of college students to cultivate the education of ideals and beliefs of college students.
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1. Significance of red cultural resources in education

First, it is beneficial to enrich the content of classroom education. Contains a rich revolutionary spirit of red culture resources and the massive historical culture connotation, is carrying people to a common historical memory, such as relics sites of revolution, and together with the legend story, vivid works of art is vivid education content, such as bearing the weight of the advanced thinking of the Chinese people, good style, noble moral character, great creation. Secondly, it is beneficial to improve the educational effect. In addition to the traditional classroom teaching, red classroom education should be carried out in combination with red cultural sites, buildings and places, so as to make the classroom more vivid, visible and touchable. Finally, it is beneficial to carry forward the red spirit. The introduction of red cultural resources into education is conducive to creating an educational atmosphere that promotes red culture, setting off a trend of college students' learning red spirit, and enhancing their confidence in red culture.

Second, the combination of zigong red cultural resources and college students' ideal and belief education

1.1 The integration of zigong red cultural resources and college students' ideal and belief education

Zigong red cultural resources are very rich, a long time, a large number, widely distributed, is the development of red education curriculum fresh resources. The main red bases include jiangeji hometown, da'an district, zigong city, wuyuzhang former residence, refuse pit rong county, lu deming former residence, zigong martyr cemetery and so on.

1.2 Zigong red cultural resources are the precious spiritual wealth of the education of college students.

First of all, red cultural resources can provide strong guidance for college students to firm up their revolutionary ideals and beliefs. Zigong red cultural resources show the great course of China's revolution, construction and reform, how the light of ideals and fire of faith influence and inspire generations of aspiring youth to listen to the party's call, fight with the party, not afraid to sacrifice the great will to fight. Secondly, it can provide an effective carrier for the political belief education of college students. Through the education of red culture, college students gradually learn to measure and restrain themselves by the party's political standards in terms of political attitudes, values and codes of conduct, internalizing their political attitudes and feelings, and externalizing their political
behaviors and roles. The educational value of red resources runs through the whole process of college students' political belief education and contains the unconscious belief education. Finally, it can provide students with rich materials to cultivate patriotism. The red cultural resources of zigong fully reflect the patriotism and spirit of The Times of the zigong people in safeguarding the territory and sovereignty of the motherland, supporting the revolutionary war, unswerving determination and not fearing sacrifice, and make the local college students more truly cultivate patriotism, ambition to build a strong country and serve the country.

2. The integration path of zigong red cultural resources and college students' backbone ideal and belief education

2.1 Be good at choosing red cultural resources

Zigong red cultural resources reflect the great achievements and great achievements of the revolutionary era, such as in October 1924, the earliest sacrifice in Shanghai communist huang ren; September 1927 autumn harvest uprising army commander lu deming along the beach people. In March 1928, li zhongquan, leader of the peasant movement in yantan district; March 1928 fan yi, one of the founders of the revolutionary regime in seven counties in southern henan; In August 1929, the revolutionary pioneer of the workers' movement in xiaofengjie salt farm; In 1931, rong county people in the autumn of sichuan revolution "farmer king" zeng lai; In February 1935, deng ping, a senior commander of the Chinese workers' and peasants' red army, died in the second battle of zunyi. In addition, there is wu yuzhang, a famous proletarian revolutionist, educator, historian, linguist and pioneer of higher education in new China, who went through the old democratic revolution and joined the new democratic revolution, socialist revolution and construction under the leadership of the communist party of China. Lu deming, jiang jie, deng ping, wu yuzhang and other revolutionary ancestors embodied the great national spirit of the Chinese nation's indomitable and heroic struggle, truly touching and inspiring people. In particular, the story of wu yuzhang's family tradition and his lifelong struggle for social progress, national liberation and socialist construction, and the cause of the party, guides college students to correctly handle the relationship between individual interests and collective interests, between career and family, between work and study, and between success and failure. Mr. Wu yuzhang's value standard conforms to the advanced nature, The Times nature, the nation nature must take the advanced nature as the main standard, we must be good at using the revolutionary example advanced deeds, the lofty ideal and the fine moral character to carry out the contemporary university student ideal faith education.

2.2 Innovating red culture and education

1. Red culture education should be infiltrated into all aspects of family education, school education and social education to carry out recessive red culture education. For example, students in the second class can carry out rich red culture appreciation activities, and organically integrate red cultural elements into special lectures, concerts, art performances, art works exhibitions and other activities. Do a good job in teaching materials, classes, clubs, apartments, communities and other work of the red culture, so that college students in the imperceptible acceptance of infection, influence and inspiration.

2. Share the power of role models and actively guide college students to learn. In combination with our own reality, we should compare our ideals, beliefs, values and codes of conduct to find the convergence and gap between ourselves and our role models, so as to constantly motivate ourselves, improve ourselves, and strengthen our revolutionary ideals and beliefs.

3. Capture specific festivals and organize situational experiences. In conjunction with major festivals and anniversaries such as the founding of the communist party of China (CPC), the National Day and the victory of the long march, we will carry out activities such as visiting red scenic spots, reading red classics, watching red movies and TV shows, singing red songs and holding red events. Students can also be organized to learn origami flowers to make wreaths, and then lay wreaths at the tomb of the martyrs; Enhance the emotional awareness of red education.
4. Develop the campus red culture website, microblog, WeChat and other multimedia propaganda positions. Mainly from zhihu, douyin, kuaishou and other emerging Internet positions and common WeChat and QQ public accounts, to jointly carry out red culture propaganda. In the corresponding platform, the historical stories and cases of local revolution representative of zigong are updated and pushed actively.
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